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Innovation & 

Digital Transformation

UNITY is the management consultancy for innovation and 

digital transformation. Our customers become digitalization  

winners. We drive their innovative strength and opera- 

tional excellence. UNITY combines an in-depth understand-

ing of technology and the competencies that are required 

for successful digital transformation: We innovate, integrate 

and transform. Both midsize companies and global players 

profit from our expertise and 25 years of digitalization ex-

perience. With 280 employees worldwide, we are present 

at 15 locations and lead projects around the globe. 
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Successful Market Entry  
in the future-oriented �eld of "carbon footprint" 
and business expansion in "smart cities"

Expansion of the 
UNITY Innovation Alliance
through solutions for end-to-end digitalization, 
such as nextOR – the solution for intelligent 
OR management

Stable Business 
€40 million in revenue despite 
the global coronavirus crisis

UNITY is Award-Winning
"Give a Breath" Award (Munich RE, Fraunhofer), 
Best Consultants (brand eins), Germany's Best
Management Consultants (FOCUS MONEY) and 
Top Midsize Employer (FOCUS)

New Partner
Nicolina Litschgi was named the �rst 
female UNITY partner  

Increased 
Customer Base 
55 new customers; 
family-owned & mid-sized 
business increased by 40 %

425 Employees 
in the UNITY Innovation Alliance, of 
which 280 are employed at UNITY

Virtual 25th 
Anniversary Celebration
1,600 viewers followed the livestream 
of the UNITY25summit event 

Development of a Platform to 
Monitor Protective Equipment 
which ensured the supply of system-critical facilities 
during the coronavirus crisis through a digital platform

Schutzmittel-
plattform

solutions

Product 
Development 

sof tware . hardware . produktion . 

Intelligent 
Electronics

Data Service
Development

INNOVATION  
ALLIANCE

CONSULTING & INNOVATION

Platform Enabling
Technologies

HYPERTEGRITY

E-Commerce-
Plattform Sanitär

Technology 
for Sports

Smarte 
Klinikplattform

ORGArena

Management
Consulting

Industrie 4.0 Apps

Steuerungssoftware 
für Eventplanung 
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UNITY25summit – 25 Years UNITY

Katja Urhahne
Executive Director of the  
Foundation, Studienfonds OWL 
(Regional Scholarships) 

Dr. Helge Sachs
Senior Vice President of 
Product Innovation, 
Diehl Aviation

”Over the past 13 years we have always been able to 
count on you when it comes to supporting very talented 
and academically good, young students. Together, we 
have launched many new careers. Thank you for the  
great cooperation!”

”Congratulations, UNITY! I have been working with you 
for a very long time. The teamwork in conception and 
implementation enabled excellent project results. This is 
also proven by the 'Best of Consulting Award' that we 
won from WirtschaftsWoche for our joint innovation pro-
ject. Stay innovative.”

On September 30, 2020, UNITY held a virtual 25th anniversary celebration. In total, more than 1,600 view-
ers participated in this livestream. Top-level speakers included Dr. Hermann Bach, Senior Vice President at  
Covestro, Volker Bibelhausen, Spokesman of the Executive Board and Chief Technology Officer at Weidmüller, and 
Dr. Siegmar Haasis, CIO R&D at Mercedes-Benz. An entertaining laudatory speech was given by Co-Founder and 
Chairman of the Supervisory Board, Prof. Dr.-Ing. Jürgen Gausemeier, filled with anecdotes from the past 25 years. 

Stefan Frehe
Agile Transformation Global  
Purchasing,
BMW Group IT

Dr. Andreas Goepfert
Managing Director,  
Klinikum Braunschweig 

”25 Years of UNITY means 25 years of continuous devel-
opment for us customers. You always create a great deal 
of added value for your customers and this is reflected 
in the results of your joint projects. You have expertise 
in a wide variety of sectors and industries, a great com-
bination of experience and deep knowledge of content 
and methodology! We are very pleased to have a strong 
partner like you at our side.”

”The Braunschweig Hospital has benefited greatly from 
our collaboration with UNITY. Your competence in all of 
the facets of digital transformation is helping us to secure 
our leading position in medicine for the long term.”

”Working as a consultant with you, I was able to learn 
a lot, grow and make a contribution to more than 55 
projects. UNITY was a real stroke of luck for me. I was 
allowed to try out a lot of different things. In the process, 
I always felt your trust. Continue to be open and employ 
the best minds with lots of ideas so that you can continue 
to develop the best solutions for your clients.”

Aileen Schmuck
Head of Business and Program 
Development,  
Digital Hub Logistics

Watch the video of the 

UNITY25summit.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MTOdzi2NjjA
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Foreword by the Supervisory Board

The continuing digitalization of the economy and the 
dynamic developments in competitive arenas that are 
associated with them are posing new challenges to com-
panies. There are considerable threats to today’s busi-
nesses, yet fascinating opportunities to shape the future 
of a company. Two aspects are particularly important for 
our customers: firstly, innovative, strategic products, ser-
vices and business models; and secondly, highly efficient, 
resilient business processes and value-creation networks. 
UNITY has achieved a leading position in these key ar-
eas. Company success is based on customer projects and 
a high level of employee expertise as well as close ties 
that are maintained at the interface between science and 
industry. For example, UNITY is involved in acatech −  

the National Academy of Science and Engineering, the 
Technology Network it’s OWL – Intelligent Technical Sys-
tems OstWestfalen-Lippe, the Industrie 4.0 Platform as 
well as the International Data Spaces Association. This 
results in knowledge about new technologies and their 
possible applications − technologies that allow new mar-
kets to emerge and will have a decisive impact on the 
services that can be provided in the future. UNITY will 
always be a particularly attractive partner when it comes 
to the strategic development of a company, developing 
products and services for tomorrow‘s markets, and meet-
ing the demand for intelligent solutions for challenging 
business processes and value creation networks. UNITY 
has mastered the path leading from early business ideas 

25 Years of Attractive Consulting Services

to market success. UNITY‘s customers include 22 of the 
DAX 30 companies, as well as many well-known mid-
size companies in the following industries: mechanical 
engineering, electronics, process engineering, medical 
technology and healthcare. UNITY‘s increasing business 
success in Switzerland, Austria and China reflects the at-
tractiveness of its service offerings. 
UNITY has developed exceptionally well during its 25 
years of existence – independently, through its own re-
sources and always at the pulse of times. Even though the 
coronavirus pandemic has had an impact on incoming or-
ders, UNITY has overcome the challenges associated with 
it. It is a very effectively managed company that is well- 
prepared for digitalization. UNITY has also proven its  

resiliency in times of crisis and reliability in meeting stake-
holder expectations.

The Supervisory Board, January 2021

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Jürgen Gausemeier 
Chairman

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Jürgen Gausemeier (Chairman) Prof. Dr.-Ing. Dieter Schacher (Vice Chairman) Prof. Dr.-Ing. Reinhold E. Achatz Prof. Dr. Martin Henssler
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Foreword by the Executive Board

The year 2020 has shown us in an extraordinary way, 
that we live in a world, in which we must always respond 
to new challenges. This applies to us as people, compa-
nies, entire industries and even to society as a whole. The 
pandemic has and continues to dictate our lives and it 
has also presented UNITY with special challenges. The 
world of work has changed rapidly. Though mobile work 
has always been a part of consulting and we had al-
ready rolled out MS Teams® across our company in 2019, 
over the course of the year, a new way of working with 
each other and our customers has evolved. Much of this 
will remain the new normal. UNITY responded quickly 
and flexibly to the pandemic. Based on the experiences 

of UNITY China, we were able to take appropriate mea-
sures at an early stage. We were able to help some of 
our customers quickly, to help them maintain their ability 
to work during the lockdown. We are satisfied with the 
current business situation, but we are not happy with it. 
We miss the personal interaction within UNITY and with 
our customers very much. Even in this situation, we were 
still able to have a successful fiscal year. UNITY achieved 
€40 million in revenue with 280 employees. At the same 
time, we deliberately refrained from reducing the size of 
our consulting team. Digital transformation continues to 
shape our consulting offerings (pg. 12). Our customers 
expect us to provide impulses for innovation and business 

2020: A Very Extraordinary Year

Stephan Bille Tomas Pfänder

Stephan Bille

Christoph Plass

Tomas Pfänder

Dr.-Ing. Frank Thielemann

Christoph Plass Dr.-Ing. Frank Thielemann

design. We are also an integrator and transformer for 
their operational excellence. The pandemic has highlight-
ed the opportunities presented by digitalization in many 
areas. In 2020, we were able to provide impulses in the 
public sector (Smart City, pg. 58) and in the health mar-
ket (pg. 60). A special highlight this year was the UNITY-
25summit on September 30 (pg. 6). This was a successful 
hybrid event that celebrated the 25th anniversary of our 
company’s founding, together with 1,600 viewers! We 
thank all UNITY supporters for their loyalty and coop-
eration! We would especially like to thank our employ-
ees, because together, we were able to master many 
challenges extremely well in this year of the COVID-19  

pandemic. This annual report provides a comprehensive  
overview of UNITY and nine project stories (starting on 
pg. 20) provide in-depth insight into the UNITY project 
landscape. We hope you enjoy reading this year’s an-
nual report!

The Executive Board, January 2021
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UNITY Consulting Approach 
for Digital Transformation

Traditional Consulting Approaches in the Market

Strategy
Consultants

Organizational
Consultants

Industry/Topic
Specialists

IT Consultants

INTEGRATORINNOVATOR TRANSFORMER

We provide impulses
for innovation and

operational excellence.

We integrate all competencies and
hierarchies that are necessary

for successful projects.

We enable transformation and
support implementation.

Digital
Agencies

UNITY + Customer = Team

13

Master Digital Change

HOLISTIC CONSULTING AND CLOSE COOPERATION WITH  
OUR CUSTOMERS ARE A REALITY WITH US.

Learn more about the 
UNITY consulting approach 
and how we work with  
our customers!

UNITY + Customer = Team
Not only do our customers appreciate the results we 
achieve through our consulting, they also value the way 
we get there: with close and trusting collaboration. We 
guarantee this during and after the coronavirus crisis – a 
time in which we increasingly rely on virtual collabora-
tion models. Using interactive and collaborative tools, we 
ensure effectiveness and continuity in project work and 
remain optimally connected with our customers even in 
times of crisis.

UNITY offers its customers comprehensive consulting services for digital change. The advantage is 
that key competencies all come from one source. Traditional consulting approaches, such as pure 
IT consulting, fall short of the complex challenges that digital transformation presents. UNITY, how-
ever, combines an in-depth understanding of technology and the competencies that are required 
for successful digital transformation: We innovate, integrate and transform.

Innovator
We provide impulses for innovation and operational excellence. Together with our customers, 
we develop innovative solutions for your digital transformation such as future-oriented services 
and products, smart factories and innovative business models. With our industry, technology and 
methodology experts, we put the best teams together to meet customer needs.

Integrator
We combine top-down and bottom-up approaches and integrate all the competencies and hier-
archical levels that are necessary for project success. By working in close cooperation with our 
customers, we are successful in operationalizing their strategic goals.

Transformer
We empower our customers to conduct successful transformation processes and we support the 
implementation. UNITY customers particularly appreciate our hands-on mentality. We empower 
their team and are focused on achieving their individual goals.

https://www.unity.de/en/services/unity-consulting-approach/
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It is a challenge for companies to position their current business for operational excellence and simultaneously, equip 
themselves for the digital future. In order to ensure that these are achieved successfully, UNITY supports compa-
nies with its extensive experience and expertise in four core action areas: Future Business, Advanced Development,  
Efficient Production and New Work. Through our target-oriented consulting and by building competence through our  
UNITYacademy, we improve the operational excellence and innovative strength of our customers.

Consulting Services

Future Business

Advanced 
Development

WE POSITION OUR CUSTOMERS FOR OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE 
AND INNOVATION.

Future Business
Together, we create innovation by designing business 
models, products and services from the end customer‘s 
perspective. In doing so, we take advantage of the op-
portunities offered by digitalization.

Advanced Development
We provide ideas for the systems engineering of to-
morrow and implement the corresponding concepts to  
manage complexity with our customers. Product lifecycle 
management (PLM) is of key importance here.

Efficient Production
We design value creation and the logistics networks of 
our customers. With digital technologies, we achieve  
efficiency gains in the horizontal and vertical integration 
of order processing.

New Work
With agility and change management, we enable our 
customers to achieve sustainable digital transformation. 
We initiate and derive the necessary changes in leader-
ship and culture.

New Work

Efficient Production
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UNITY Innovation Alliance

16 17

 � Product development, market entry and organizational development of a high-performance sewing machine
 � Introduction of an AI-based platform for operating room scheduling
 � Development of a new service for a bank’s corporate business customers and its organizational empowerment
 � Development of a highly integrated smart home product

Cross-industry success stories

CP contech electronic
 � Product Development
 � Prototyping
 � Series Production

Smart Mechatronics
 � Systems Engineering
 � Development Partner
 � Technology Consulting

The UNITY Innovation Alliance is the Foundation of Our 
Ecosystem

UNITY
 � Product & Service Innovation
 � Smart Factory & Logistics
 � Digitalization & Technology
 � UNITYacademy

NEXT DATA SERVICE
 � Data & Service Strategies
 � Prototype/MVP Development
 � Data Driven Services

HYPERTEGRITY
 � Platform Development & Technol-
ogies

 � Cyber Security Solutions
 � Automated Security & Manage-
ment of Interfaces

On the path towards digital transformation, companies are undergoing diverse and serious changes − especially 
due to constantly increasing dynamics in the competitive arena. Interdisciplinary competencies and end-to-end know-
how are required to meet the challenges in new areas. The UNITY Innovation Alliance bundles this expertise in a 
unique way and supports companies in digitalizing their business models, products and services − from conception to  
implementation. The core companies in the UNITY Innovation Alliance are closely interlinked with science and industry- 
related associations. They form the basis of a comprehensive ecosystem.

This Alliance will be expanded with other start-ups and holding companies that complement the range of services 
offered by the core companies. Currently, these include CAIENTA, ORGArena, Heero Technology, b cube and UNITY 
Solutions. The UNITY Innovation Alliance will also be expanded in the future by start-ups and holding companies that 
offer our customers added value in the collaborative structure.

WE BUNDLE END-TO-END EXPERTISE TO FACE THE  
CHALLENGES OF DIGITALIZATION. Digital transformation offers endless opportunities for in-

novative business ideas. UNITY has many years of expe-
rience in supporting start-ups and companies in various 
growth phases and is the right partner for founders. In 
addition, UNITY is one of the largest financiers of the Tech-
nology Fund OWL, which supports start-ups – especially 
in digitalization. With UNITY Beteiligungs AG, we support 
start-ups in the digital age. With our expertise, we help ex-
ploit opportunities and lower barriers to entry. We support 
founders individually as an incubator, advisor, partner and 

investor. With the services of the Company Builder, we 
support companies from the seed to the exit phase.

The Right Partner for Founders
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Profit from our 

ecosystem.

solutions

Product 
Development 

sof tware . hardware . produktion . 

Intelligent 
Electronics

Data Service
Development

INNOVATION  
ALLIANCE

CONSULTING & INNOVATION

Platform Enabling
Technologies

HYPERTEGRITY

E-Commerce Platform 
for Kitchen and Bath 

Industry

Technology 
for Sports

Smart Hospital 
Platform

ORGArena

Management
Consulting

Industrie 4.0 Apps

Management Software 
for Event Planning 

https://www.unity.de/en/ecosystem
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Our Industry Expertise

 
Read selected project 
stories from a wide 
range of industries!
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1
REFERENZ

2
REFERENZ

”For one of the most advanced automotive production 
facilities in Asia, UNITY planned and implemented 
a highly digitalized and automated intralogistics 
framework. With our competence in digitalization, 
we were able to make a substantial contribution in 
solving process-related and technological challenges. 
The excellent project results demonstrate the local 
competence of UNITY China and the outstanding 
international cooperation that took place.”

Stephan Bille,
Executive Board Member, 
UNITY AG

1
REFERENZ

2
REFERENZ

21
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Based on a brownfi eld layout, one of the most advanced 
automotive production facilities was built near Beijing, 
China. Following the approach outlined by Industrie 4.0, 
it was imperative to apply highest possible technological 
standards and the most innovative concepts. With the 
successful implementation of these standards, the plant is 
now considered to be a model factory in Asia.  
Based on the customer’s requirements, UNITY developed 
and implemented a state-of-the-art logistics concept on-
site within 18 months. The project team consisted of both 
German and Chinese UNITY employees who were locat-
ed in Germany and China for the entire duration of the 

project. This ensured that a local point of contact was 
always available to cater to the customer‘s needs and 
guarantee an effi cient execution of the project. In addi-
tion to the process and layout planning, focus was also 
placed on planning of AGVs which ensure a highly au-
tomated supply of parts and components to the assembly 
line. The goal of achieving a paperless logistics system 
was enabled by utilizing other innovative technologies 
such as pick by voice, pick by light and e-tags.

UNITY Project Managers: Manuel Kumle, Ingo Neumann 

German Automotive OEM

Planning and Implementation of the Logistics Concept for One 
of Asia‘s Most Advanced Automotive Factories

From conception to 
implementation in 
less than 1.5 years 

Automated supply 
of 90  % of all 
assembly line 
components 

Future-proof 
planning of all 

logistics areas in 
the >150,000 sqm 
assembly facility 
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The Claraspital in Basel, Switzer-
land, is a privately owned, highly 
specialized acute care hospital 
with a Tumor Centre and the Uni-
versity Center for Abdominal 
Diseases. Around 54,000 outpa-
tients and inpatients are treated 
here every year. The Claraspital 
distinguishes itself through excel-
lent treatment and comprehensive 
skills provided with the standard 
of care of a private hospital.

”With UNITY‘s expertise and the goal-oriented 
cooperation, we were able to successfully commission 
our newly built OR department in fall 2020. We also 
benefited from the consultants‘ structured approach: 
In particular, optimizations in processes and IT 
infrastructure were already implemented in the 
existing building. Thus, our employees were involved 
in the change processes at a very early stage.”

Dr. Peter Eichenberger, 
Director, 
Claraspital Basel

24
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During the planning phase of the new OR department, 
Claraspital set the goal of achieving the highest level
of quality and resource effi ciency in future operations 
through effi cient and standardized OR materials man-
agement. Together with UNITY, an interdisciplinary 
project team developed and implemented the vision of  
innovative OR logistics using standardized supply carts 
per procedure. The focus of the concept lies on a fully 
integrated process and data fl ow – from digital registra-
tions of surgeries to recording material usage directly in 
the operating room. Additional key elements are a task-
oriented organization as well as an optimized infrastruc-
ture. By connecting registered surgeries with the corre-
sponding standardized materials lists, patient-specifi c 
material recommendations and fi nally picking orders for 
supply carts will be generated automatically. Then materials 
are selected and provided just-in-time by qualifi ed logistics 
personnel, thereby reducing the workload of OR nurses. 

To optimize space usage in the new building, the OR 
department and the so-called support area (Central Ster-
ile Supply Department, OR materials storage and central-
ized warehouse) are located on separate fl oors however, 
form one procedural unit. The newly implemented mate-
rials management tool combined with the fully integrated 
ERP system enable professional OR logistics with a high 
degree of automation and inventory-managed storage lo-
cations. To ease the commissioning of the new building, 
future logistics processes were simulated and tested at an 
early stage of the planning phase. In addition, process 
variations, as well as spatial and personnel capacities 
were validated. The implementation of OR logistics was 
fi nally realized in multiple stages, ensuring stable and 
standardized processes and patient safety at all times.

UNITY Project Managers: 
Nicolina Litschgi, Vivianne Greber

Claraspital Basel

Optimized OR Performance Through Innovative OR Logistics 

10 % reduction 
in material costs 

through professional 
purchasing & 

logistics

30 % reduction in 
personnel costs for 
OR-related logistics 

activities

200 sqm less space 
required in the OR 

department

© Photo: BFB Architekten AG, Foto Bruno Helbling, Zürich
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Covestro is a world-leading poly-
mers company. The most important 
segments served are the automotive, 
construction and electrical and elec-
tronics industries as well as wood and 
furniture, sports and leisure. Covestro 
employs more than 17,000 people 
worldwide. In 2019, the turnover was 
€12.4 billion.

© Photo:Covestro

”Thanks to the outstanding support of the UNITY 
team, we have implemented the 'Digital Governance 
Body,' a highly empowered panel to steer the digital 
transformation across the group. In addition, the 
Digital Solutions Labs provide a playground for 
developing disruptive ideas.”

Dr. Karsten Malsch, 
Program Lead Digital, 
Covestro Deutschland AG

28
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Covestro recognized the challenge of effectively manag-
ing digital transformation early on. The group drew upon 
UNITY’s expertise to develop a concept for and operation-
alize its digital governance. Together, a group-wide gov-
ernance system was successfully designed and ultimately 
implemented around a central steering committee for all 
digital initiatives and projects. UNITY provided support 
in setting up and integrating a consistent and effi cient 
organization and process landscape. Together, Covestro 
and UNITY ensured that, on the one hand, the newly cre-
ated and adapted structures fi t seamlessly into Covestro‘s 
strategic planning cycles. On the other hand, they also 
ensured that these structures would become binding by 

incorporating them into internal regulations. Moreover, 
the project management was operationalized based on a 
clear description of the scope, roles and steering criteria. 
This was transferred into a portfolio management tool that 
was successfully rolled out. In addition, UNITY developed 
the concept for a Digital Solutions Lab in which future-
oriented digital services and business models will be 
developed. This is integrated consistently into the digital 
governance system. Covestro now has a detailed blue-
print for the lab’s initial setup and its commissioning.

UNITY Project Managers: Dr. Hendrik Klier, Tim Meisen

Covestro

Implementing Group-wide Digital Governance 

Steering digital
initiatives holistically

Consistent
coordination in IT 

and business areas 

Strength and agility 
for digital

transformation
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GEA is one of the largest suppliers 
for food processing technology and a 
wide range of related industries. It spe-
cializes in machinery, plants, process 
technologies and components. GEA 
provides sustainable solutions for so-
phisticated production processes and 
offers a comprehensive service portfo-
lio. 

”UNITY was able to support the project 
team in a way that they could con-
centrate on strategic content to drive 
this project to its deserved approval. 
After the management presentation, it 
was instantly clear for us that this is the 
way forward.”

Ulrich Walk,
Chief Service Offi cer & Executive 
Vice President BU Projects,
GEA Refrigeration Technologies

”UNITY gave us important impulses 
that led to a sophisticated operating 
model for sustainable energy solutions. 
We are very excited about the go-live 
and what lies ahead.”

Paul Ryan,
Head of International Sales & 
Sales Support,
GEA Refrigeration Technologies

32
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Today, sustainability is a major and ubiquitous challenge 
that all corporations are facing. Globally, the demand 
for energy is increasing and environmental norms are 
becoming stricter. That is why effi cient and sustainable 
solutions are needed now more than ever. GEA identi-
fi ed its key role in processing industries to take up that 
challenge and chose UNITY as the partner to support 
them on this journey. Through the value proposition 
”Sustainable Energy Solutions,“ GEA helps its customers 
to be more sustainable by improving energy-related to-
tal cost of ownership, while reducing the carbon foot-
print. In order to do this, GEA created a common market 
approach for process and utility solutions, which offers 
customers more benefi ts than separately sold solutions. 
This allows GEA’s customers to achieve their sustain-
ability goals. UNITY supported GEA in defi ning the 
described value proposition as well as the go-live. 

Together, UNITY and GEA worked on the customer 
needs, vision, business model and market potential. With 
a solid business concept in hand, the project headed for 
operationalization. The team created an operating mod-
el and a connected roll-out strategy. In the end, SEnS 
went live with an eye-catching roll-out campaign, driven 
by GEA’s marketing department. One highlight was an 
e-calculator that shows the possible savings in operative 
costs and CO2 emissions which were enabled through 
GEA‘s solutions by depicting the number of equivalent 
trees. During the project, SEnS was tested on a customer 
who had enquired about building a CO2-neutral factory. 
Despite strong competition, GEA was awarded the con-
tract. The decision was driven by a holistic and sustain-
able concept that fostered the success of the initiative. 

UNITY Project Manager: Maximilian Straube

GEA

“Sustainable Energy Solutions (SEnS)“ – 
Defi nition and Go-Live of a New Value Proposition

Customer energy 
savings of up 

to 30 %

Potential carbon 
footprint reduction 

of up to 90 %

Successful go-live
Visit: 

gea.com/sens

Learn more about our consulting 
service “carbon footprint“ on
on page 63!
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Microsoft is the world’s leading manu-
facturer of productivity software solu-
tions and advanced services in the era 
of the intelligent cloud and intelligent 
edge, as well as a developer of inno-
vative hardware. The company sees 
itself as a partner to its customers, help-
ing them to benefi t from digital trans-
formation.

Topics such as cloud transformation, IoT and the transi-
tion from products to services are changing the business 
models of IT companies. Microsoft drives these trends 
with a broad cloud-based technology and solution port-
folio that is being carried out by over 30,000 German 
partner companies of SMB and corporate customers. 
In order to shape the rapid transformation of Microsoft 
partners both internally and externally, Microsoft, to-
gether with UNITY and other partners, has launched the 
BIG-Initiative – “Business.Innovation.Growth.” As a part 
of BIG, UNITY consultants have supported several IT com-
panies on their paths towards the business of the future 
through Business Transformation Workshops, and put 

strategies and business models to the test. Together with 
management teams, UNITY planned innovative service 
portfolios and anticipated the necessary changes in the 
organization. Through change programs and supporting 
governance models, UNITY was able to ensure that the 
company culture and employees were prepared for and 
enthusiastic about the upcoming changes. Together with 
the Microsoft organization, the BIG Initiative will contin-
ue to be driven forward in 2021 and anchored in the 
strategic development of Microsoft’s partner network.

UNITY Project Manager: Robin Eisbach

Microsoft

Standardized Workshops for Microsoft Partners:
Mastering the Transformation to Become a Cloud 
Solution Provider

Transformation 
support for over 
30,000 Microsoft 

partners in Germany

A short, 3-day 
course in 

developing SaaS 
strategies
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Think BIG and start 
your digital journey.
www.the-momentum-group.de

MICROSOFT-PARTNERS
”During the transformation workshops, 
we were able to set central cornerstones 
to develop our product and SaaS 
offerings with UNITY. The team provid-
ed methodology, impulses, and last 
but not least, they completely satisfi ed 
our management team’s expectations 
and laid the foundation for our change 
in the coming years as a part of our 
strategy and portfolio planning.”

Kay von Wilcken, 
CEO, 
KUMAVISION AG

”In the workshop we were able to set 
important foundations for our future 
cloud strategy. It‘s fascinating how 
much clarity we were able to achieve 
in our management circle in such a 
short time.”

Till Vieregge, 
Member of the Executive Board, 
akquinet AG

”In the course of this workshop series, 
we have gained important insights into 
our shared objectives for 2022 and 
have consistently converted these into 
measures to be taken.”

Martin Stratmann, 
CEO,
OEDIV – Oetker Daten- und 
Informationsverarbeitung KG
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Miele has been an independent family 
business since its founding in 1899. The 
company focus is on manufacturing do-
mestic appliances for the kitchen, the 
laundry room and for fl oor care, as 
well as machines for use in commercial 
operations and medical facilities. In the 
business year 2018/19 Miele achieved 
sales of €4.16 billion and employs 
more than 20,000 people worldwide.

”We have set a goal for ourselves to increase 
productivity in our product development significantly. 
For the related transformation, we brought in external 
expertise to benefit from best practices and quickly 
adopt new ways of working. The UNITY consultants 
gave us impulses, set the pace and functioned as 
integrators to help us to develop the right fit for Miele. 
The great teamwork and quantifiable impact speak 
for themselves.”

Bernhard Roth, 
Senior Vice President R&D, 
Miele & Cie. KG
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Miele is a global premium brand for domestic and com-
mercial appliances with the highest standards in quality 
and innovation. The laundry care division has set the 
goal of successfully positioning technological innovation 
in its markets more rapidly and focused by adopting 
lean structures as well as modern processes and methods. 
With comprehensive expertise, UNITY has supported 
Miele from the very beginning in repositioning its R&D 
and its cooperation with internal and external partners 
in the scope of end-to-end product development. In the 
process, focus areas were taken into consideration rang-
ing from innovation management to series support. The 

processes were set up using state-of-the-art methods such 
as agile development, systems engineering and model-
based development. In addition, the line and project 
organization was restructured to enable effi cient work 
throughout their various locations. The restructuring of 
R&D and the associated organizational transformation 
was led by a project team consisting of Miele employees 
and UNITY consultants while taking an agile approach 
throughout the entire project.

UNITY Project Manager: Dr.-Ing. Daniel Steffen

Miele

Increased Productivity in Product Development (R&D)

Agile reaction to
new customer
requirements

Reduced project
duration

Lean R&D structures

© Photo: Miele
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Mondi Corrugated Solutions, a seg-
ment of the business unit Mondi Cor-
rugated Packaging, is a leading 
supplier of corrugated packaging in 
Europe, with strong focus on Central 
and South-East Europe. Through a net-
work of 16 plants, Mondi Corrugated 
Solutions provides innovative design 
and state-of-the-art printing and gluing 
technology. 

”With such a visionary factory concept, we are 
making the future happen at Mondi. With UNITY, 
we found the right partner to not only create a 
vision but hopefully also enable us to make it a 
reality.” 

Armand Schoonbrood, 
COO, 
Corrugated Solutions Mondi Group

”UNITY‘s experience and impulses for the Smart 
Factory helped us to generate new ideas in a 
very short time, to structure them and to bring 
them together in a vision which can be detailed 
in next phases of the project.” 

Praveen Agarwal, 
Project Lead ‘Estonteco’, 
Corrugated Solutions Mondi Group
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In all industries, the requirements of modern production 
locations are focused on a high degree of digitalization 
and short response times. Especially in the corrugated 
industry, which is traditionally marked by manual activi-
ties and processes, enormous advantages can be created 
through technologically optimized production processes. 
An experienced UNITY team has developed a ”Vision 
of the Factory of the Future“ for Mondi within a very 
short time in close cooperation with its experts. This now 
serves as the foundation for detailed planning. Cross-in-
dustry experiences in factory planning were combined 
with future-oriented technology concepts and process-
optimizing measures to create an innovative, customer-
specifi c vision. UNITY worked on digitalization use cases, 
changes in fi elds of activity, IT architecture requirements 

and process optimization potentials in the core areas of 
production and supply chain management. With regard 
to strategic location development, space requirements, 
technology implementation and personnel requirements 
(FTE) were dimensioned according to the specifi c process-
es. At the end of the project phase, Mondi’s management 
was presented with a visionary concept of a future plant. 
The development of this vision represents the beginning 
of a future-oriented partnership for UNITY Austria and 
Mondi Corrugated Solutions. The name of the project, 
‚Estonteco‘ (Future), aptly describes the project for all of 
its participants.

UNITY Project Manager: Benedikt Albers

Mondi

Visionary Planning of a “Smart Factory”

Reduction of 
personnel require-

ments in production

Increased overall 
equipment 

effectiveness (OEE) 

Reduction of 
controllable waste

© Photo: Mondi
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Sita has been a leading manufacturer 
of system solutions for fl at roof drain-
age and ventilation in industrial and 
commercial buildings since 1976. Its 
innovative product portfolio comprises 
over 2,000 products, many of which 
are embedded in practice-oriented 
systems. Sita offers product and system 
level solutions, as well as consulting 
and project support solutions.

© Photo: Sita Bauelemente

”UNITY has supported us for more than a decade 
in all issues relevant to shaping the future-orienta-
tion of our company. Our employees appreciate the 
expertise of UNITY’s consulting team and the trust 
and cooperation within it − from the shop fl oor to the 
management level. We rely on qualifi ed consulting to 
achieve our ambitious goals for the future.”

Thomas Kleinegees,
Managing Director, 
Sita Bauelemente GmbH
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As early as 2010, Sita recognized the added value of 
qualifi ed consulting and successfully conducted a ”Po-
tential Analysis for Increasing Material Effi ciency” with 
UNITY. At the time, the company achieved sales of €12 
million and employed 60 people. Since then, Sita has 
consistently relied on the support of UNITY’s consultants. 
Regardless of whether the issues related to strategy or 
business model development, process optimization or 
plant structure planning, warehouse automation, IT strat-
egy or IT development, UNITY was always able to pro-
vide valuable impulses and added value through its 
holistic consulting approach. Over the past ten years, 
Sita and UNITY have initiated and completed a dozen 
in-house projects.

During this period of time, Sita has been able to devel-
op its business successfully. In 2020, the company will 
achieve sales of €33 million with 105 employees and 
can look back on the most successful year in its history. 
Today, Sita is an internationally active company that has 
received several awards for innovative products and solu-
tions and has been awarded the TOP JOB 2020 certifi ca-
tion as one of Germany’s best SME employers.
UNITY is proud to have supported Sita in its successful 
development and appreciates its trust and cooperation 
over the past ten years.

UNITY Business Area Leaders:
Christian Grotebrune, René Szepanski

Sita

Over Ten Years of Holistic Support for a Successful 
Mid-sized Company 

Solid, internally            
fi nanced growth

High increase in 
ratio of revenue-

per-employee 

TOP JOB 
certifi cation as  

a best employer 

© Photo: Sita Bauelemente
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thyssenkrupp Schulte GmbH is a lead-
ing materials service provider for steel, 
stainless steel and nonferrous metals in 
Germany. The company offers a wide 
range of fl at products, sections and 
tubes tailored to all requirements and 
individual needs of more than 70,000 
customers from industry, manufacturing 
and the construction sector.

”The UNITY project team did an excellent job of 
understanding our organization and delivering 
high-quality, detailed results. UNITY qualifi ed our 
team extremely well, so that we can optimize further 
processes ourselves. This was also extremely success-
ful despite working remotely during the coronavirus 
crisis.”

Peter Zarth, 
CFO, 
thyssenkrupp Schulte GmbH
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Thyssenkrupp Schulte GmbH is a leading steel trading 
company with many international subsidiaries. The goal 
of this project was to harmonize selected processes at 
various locations and thereby drive effi ciency. Changes 
to the existing IT systems had to be avoided in order to 
ensure rapid implementation. The time horizon for realiz-
ing the improvements was only six months.
Together with UNITY, the current processes of seven 
sites were recorded and examined for optimization po-
tentials. In the process, a large number of stakeholders 
was involved and their interests were taken into con-
sideration. The resulting fi elds of action and best prac-
tices were then evaluated and transferred into a target 
process. In this context, it was particularly important to 

demonstrate how quickly the process changes could have 
profi table effects on EBIT. Finally, an implementation plan 
was created for an organizational rollout that would cov-
er six months.
In addition to the potential for signifi cant savings, 
thyssenkrupp also benefi ted from a collaboratively de-
veloped blueprint for future process improvements. The 
project was conducted in close cooperation between 
thyssenkrupp and UNITY so that during the project, an 
internal team could be trained to continue working with 
the methodology.

UNITY Project Managers: Robin Eisbach, Axel Possienke

thyssenkrupp Schulte

Business Process Improvement as a Lever to Improve EBIT and 
Quick Wins  

Recorded model 
processes at seven 
very heterogeneous 

locations

Involvement of over 
90 international 

experts

220 Process 
potentials with EBIT 
impact within six 

months
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WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS SAY...

Hendrik Rothe, 
Managing Director, 
Smart Press Shop

Christian Schüssler,  
Director Quality Management 
Schaeffler Automotive Aftermarket

Consistent Digitalization of Production
”With the Smart Press Shop, a joint venture between  
Porsche and Schuler, our goal is to achieve the produc-
tion of car body parts that is highly flexible and digital. 
UNITY provided us with comprehensive and competent 
consulting in the selection and integration of IT systems 
to optimally support this innovative approach. By combin- 
ing traditional and innovative solution modules based 
on a cloud strategy, we were able to build a modern IT 
concept that meets our high demands for flexibility and 
scalability.”

Strategy Quality Automotive Aftermarket
”UNITY guided us perfectly through a completely digital 
strategy project: Starting with an interview-based analy-
sis of the as-is-situation, we developed a vision for quality 
and deducted goal-oriented measures to prepare our-
selves for the future and achieve our new quality goals.”

Martin Jamelle,  
Head of Data Analytics,  
Freudenberg Technology Innovation

PLM Master Plan of Action
”It was crucial for Freudenberg Technology Innovation to 
have a clear, strategic and future-oriented plan. Thanks 
to the alignment that UNITY achieved with the business 
groups in our group, PLM expectations are clear and we 
can position ourselves for a secure future at the Freuden-
berg Group.”

Jens Stolze, 
COO & Management  
Board Member,  
Compleo Charging Solutions

Optimization in the Processing of 
Service Requests and Spare Parts Sales

”UNITY quickly developed a strategy that could be imple-
mented immediately and a concept for our spare parts 
management. Thus, we are very well positioned to stra-
tegically map our planned growth in the service area. 
Thanks to the good cooperation with UNITY, we were 
also able to develop further potentials for optimization 
together.”

Timm Jäger,  
Managing Director, 
EintrachtTech GmbH

Digital Strategy Implementation 
”For several years now, UNITY has been an important 
partner in the implementation of EintrachtTech’s digital 
strategy. We very much appreciate its cooperative way 
of working as well as its profound technical know-how. 
We look forward to continuing to pursue common paths 
in the future.”

Dr. Catharina Müller-Buschbaum, 
Managing Director, 
Evonik Digital GmbH

Business Model Validation
”UNITY provided us with excellent support in validating 
our Chemical Leasing business idea. We benefited enor-
mously from the structured approach taken to define the 
business model. The workshops with UNITY are always 
very well-prepared and structured in a didactically mean- 
ingful and goal-oriented way. We will transfer the find-
ings from the pilot to other application areas.”

Rolf Schröder, 
Director Engineering Processes & 
Tools, 
Knorr-Bremse Rail Vehicle Systems

Change Management in a Global
Process Management Project

”The goal of our project is to anchor standards in our glob- 
al processes. UNITY primarily supports us in change 
management in order to sustainably anchor the project 
results in the company. The consultants ensure that our 
new processes are future-oriented. Despite the high level 
of complexity of the topics, UNITY never loses sight of 
our common goal. In addition, we appreciate UNITY‘s 
pragmatic approach and impulses.”

Dr. Sven-Kelana Christiansen, 
Vice President Supply Chain  
Management, 
Aurubis AG

Coaching in the Development of a Logistics Control Tower
”UNITY supported us in the design and implementation of 
a logistics control tower. Our goal is to standardize and 
optimize shipments and create transparency along the 
entire supply chain. In project management and content  
design, UNITY has given us valuable impulses for efficient  
and successful project implementation.”
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Jörg Radandt, 
CDO,
Stadt Soest

”UNITY supports the city of Soest and, in particu-
lar, the 'soesmart' project team in developing our  
citizen-oriented smart city strategy. Through inno-
vative ways of participation and project ideas, we 
have collaboratively managed to get citizens, stake-
holders and politicians excited about our future as 
a climate-neutral smart city. In addition to a great 
deal of expertise, UNITY has a great team spirit 
and it gets actively involved. We really enjoy work-
ing together – and we look forward to the outcome 
of our smart city strategy.”

Michael Dreier, 
Mayor, 
Stadt Paderborn

”We have been working on our digital transforma-
tion in Paderborn for almost four years. With great 
commitment and innovative technologies, we are 
optimizing both our administration and many dif-
ferent areas of our citizens‘ lives – from healthcare 
to mobility. UNITY has supported us from the very 
beginning with comprehensive technical expertise 
and target-oriented methods, making us an innova-
tion leader in smart city development.”

Smart City

SMART CITY − EXPERIENCE, DESIGN AND REALIZE YOUR 
DIGITAL FUTURE WITH US!

Implementing digital transformation in 
government with proven methods and  
cross-sector standards

SMART CITY eGOVERNMENT SMART CITY LIVING SPACES

Future-oriented, digital and analog design of 
living spaces with added value for citizens

Open Source
Smart City Platform

INNOVATION  
ALLIANCE

Security

Education
Healthcare

Society

Mobility

Energy & Environment

More about our 

smart city  
consulting services 

UNITY supports digital transformation in the public  
sector – both in the administration of local municipalities 
and in areas that affect the lives of citizens.

eGovernment
Together, we determine your digital maturity level in 
the areas of leadership & work organization, business 
processes, infrastructure, digital service interfaces and 
competencies. Taking into account the legal framework, 
we develop an integrated digitalization strategy. In the 
process, you benefit from our best practice approach-
es. Together, we optimize the processes in your admin-
istration’s departments. We empower management and 
employees in digital transformation through the targeted 
development of required competencies and we support 
the cultural change process within the administration.

Areas of Life
All areas of life, such as mobility, energy, healthcare, 
safety, etc., need to be supported through intelligent 
technologies. Together, we develop a future vision of the 
areas of life within your municipality and determine the 
opportunities and risks of digital projects. Through inno-
vative communication formats, such as workshops, we 
develop an integrated smart city strategy. In doing so, 
we take into account the opinions of all relevant stake-
holder groups and we design hybrid participation events 
for their active involvement – from strategy development 
to implementation. Together, we set up a vibrant smart 
city ecosystem that consists of administration, citizens and 
business. With heterogeneous project teams, we support 
project implementation and always take into account 
possible funding options. In addition, in response to the 
technological challenges, the UNITY Innovation Alliance 
offers customized Smart City platform solutions as a ser-
vice for operational use.

Dr. Stephanie Arens, 
Authorized Signatory,  
Südwestfalen Agentur

”In our regional consortium ’5 für Südwestfalen’ 
we developed a strategy for the municipalities of 
Arnsberg, Soest, Bad Berleburg, Menden and Olpe 
together with UNITY. Through the workshop, all 
participants gained insights and a strategic target 
vision was created that we use as a basis for the 
municipal strategies today.”

https://www.unity.de/en/services/digital-city/


Health Market

HOSPITALS

PHARMACEUTICALS

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY

The health market is undergoing dynamic changes that 
are marked by disruptive influences. Successful market 
players are using this as an opportunity to further develop 
their business models, enter new markets and transform 
their organizational processes. For 15 years, we have 
been active in all aspects of the healthcare industry with 
the aim of using digitalization to benefit patients.

The patient is the focus of networked healthcare systems. 
The goals of healthcare providers are to continuously 
improve healthcare and provide access to innovative 
treatments. These providers are increasingly relying on 
digitalization to facilitate integrated ecosystems.

Patients are benefiting from the availability of innovative 
and high-quality medical products, pharmaceuticals, and 
service offerings that are provided through networked 
devices and software solutions to improve the quality of 
treatment. Increased cooperation among hospitals, med-
ical technology manufacturers and pharmaceutical com-
panies is leading to integrated service offerings rather 
than individual stand-alone solutions. Current and future 
technologies, increasing regulatory requirements and 
changing market environments are just a few of the chal-
lenges that manufacturers are facing.

Together with our customers, we are digitalizing and 
transforming healthcare, and we are making great con-
tributions to innovative IT solutions, medical devices and 
pharmaceuticals that are now available on the market.

WE IMPROVE PATIENT CARE!

Find out more about our 

services for the  
health market.
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Thomas Ertl, 
Chief Operating Officer, 
Medela AG

“I am impressed with the way the UNITY team works. 
They are not just another consulting company trying 
to roll out standard processes. They consider the en-
tire project from a systemic perspective and guide 
everyone involved through the change process right 
from the start.”

Tamara Blesin, 
Team Leader of BO Planning, 
Medical Center – University of Freiburg

Jörg Storre, PhD, 
VP, Global Lead Life Cycle Management, 
Vifor Pharma Management AG

“UNITY is supporting us to ensure the process and 
technological aspects of the new construction of 
an outpatient surgical center. The use of simulation 
studies is helping us to build an optimal structure for 
the departments. With the UNITY team, we have 
been successful in excellent virtual collaboration – 
even in these difficult times with the coronavirus.“

“UNITY has provided us with excellent support in de-
veloping and integrating digital service solutions for 
specific customer needs, thus creating significant 
added value. We not only appreciate the UNITY 
team's ability to develop a strategy, but more impor-
tantly its ability to implement and translate strategy 
into concrete actions in a market. Its knowledge of 
hospital IT solutions, artificial intelligence in health-
care and the hospital market complements with our 
expertise very well and thus makes our cooperation 
very constructive and valuable.“

https://www.unity.de/en/industry-solutions/health-market/


Carbon FootprintArtificial Intelligence

The sole act of collecting a lot of data is not enough to 
realize added value for businesses. A wide range of dif-
fering AI technologies and models exist that require dis-
tinct and complex knowledge. The technology required 
depends on the application and the data that is avail-
able. In practice, individual use cases are often created 
in different areas of companies to exploit the potential 
of AI technologies and make them usable. Companies 

that have a clear strategic vision can benefit from using 
artificial intelligence in business processes efficiently and 
in a targeted manner. With the help of artificial intelli-
gence, knowledge can be generated and applied. Based 
on data, patterns are identified, rules are derived and 
decisions are made. AI can optimize business processes, 
digitalize them or even make them obsolete. 

DEVELOPING A CLEAR STRATEGIC VISION IS CRUCIAL FOR THE 
SUCCESSFUL USE OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE.

OUR CONSULTING SERVICES IN ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Human-induced climate change poses critical challenges 
also for companies. At the same time, climate-positive cor-
porate management opens up new opportunities. Customer 
needs are becoming more and more green and act as game 
changers that are challenging current products, services, pro-
cesses and mindsets. For a company to reduce its carbon 
footprint, it is important to clearly position, empower and ini-
tiate change now. In doing so, the carbon footprint should be 
reduced. However, the business model and market approach 
must also be adapted to the new challenges in order to tap 
into new market potentials. Two groups of use cases are par-
ticularly important. On the one hand, we should pilot and an-
chor sustainable aspects of ECO-innovation criteria in R&D. 
On the other hand, a value network should be intelligently 
connected, in order to achieve maximum resource efficiency 
and, ideally, zero environmental impact. However, the key to 
long-term change towards greater climate neutrality includes 
the targeted management of initiatives, as well as mindful, 
motivated and empowered employees. With an optimized 
business model, use cases for reducing CO2 emissions and 
long-term integration of change, your company’s resilience is 
increased and its carbon footprint is reduced.

BECOME CLIMATE NEUTRAL AND GENERATE NEW MARKET 
POTENTIALS: A WIN-WIN-WIN SITUATION FOR YOU, YOUR 
CUSTOMERS AND THE ENVIRONMENT.

AI Strategy

We set your strategic 
guidelines.
 

AI Organizational 
Structure 
We align your com-
pany and develop 
your employees.

AI Fast Track 

We accelerate your 
access to technol-
ogy. 

Technical Infra- 
structure for AI 
We anchor AI as a 
core capability in 
your IT architecture. 

Find out more about our 
consulting services in 

artificial intelligence.

Find out more about our 
consulting services in  

carbon footprint.

OUR CARBON FOOTPRINT  
CONSULTING SERVICES

Climate neutrality as a chance

Together we develop new market potentials  
for a sustainable future.

More attractive products through  
ECO-innovation 

We enable you to incorporate sustainability into 
your product development.

Zero-impact value network

We increase your operational excellence and 
take into consideration your entire network.

Holistic implementation & control 

We anchor sustainability in your company and 
your target operating model.
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IT‘S PEOPLE THAT  
MAKE A DIFFERENCE –
EVEN IN THE DIGITAL 
AGE. 

Dr. Klaas Rackebrandt, Team Leader & Product Manager and Melissa Bülling, Consultant
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Our Company Culture

All of our employees live and encourage our culture of 
appreciation, openness as well as truth and clarity. These 
values give us direction in all situations and they signifi-
cantly shape our corporate culture − the unique UNITY 
Spirit! These values enable us to create a collegial, honest 
and fair work environment that promotes the personal de-
velopment of each individual and makes our employees 
successful. This trust and cooperation provides an ideal 
breeding ground for achieving top performance and the 
best results for our customers.

Our employees are unique − and together we form a 
strong commUNITY! With the ideas, experiences and 
passions of each individual, we create diversity! Espe-
cially in the digital age, interdisciplinary cooperation 
is more important than ever. Therefore, we understand 
our individuality, multidisciplinarity and creativity as our 
strengths! In order to promote this in the long term, diver-
sity is firmly anchored in our corporate culture. 

Focus on People

WE VALUE EACH INDIVIDUAL AND PROMOTE 
DIVERSITY!

More Than Just a Job
Not only do we provide the best conditions for a success-
ful future, we also offer a unique culture that has a sense
of community. Trust, appreciation, openness and collegial 
cooperation – we practice what we value.

Shape the Future, Provide Impulses
Our dynamic structures offer our employees the creative 
freedom that they need to do innovative and future- 
oriented work. This allows them to grow and develop by 
working on exciting projects and create future-oriented 
solutions together with our customers.

Making Progress Together
Our strength lies in our employees. This is why we 
promote the personal development of each individual 
through customized training and professional develop-
ment programs offered by the UNITYacademy. In addi-
tion, our employees are provided with a diverse range 
of opportunities – through challenging projects, working 
abroad or individual careers.

Embrace Individuality
We are all unique. Our customers profit from our diversity 
and multidisciplinary competencies. We create diversity 
through the ideas, experiences and passions of each in-
dividual. The more diversity we have, the more successful 
we are as a team, and the faster we can enable change.

Work Life Balance
Whether it is family, professional development or recre-
ational activities – we support our employees in the inte-
gration of personal and career goals through flexibility 
and modern working arrangements. We know that top 
performance is based on good working conditions.

Be a part of our  
extraordinary team! 
Apply now! 

2

Inhalt

CONSULTING & INNOVATION

https://www.unity.de/en/career/
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WHAT OUR EMPLOYEES SAY...

You Never Walk Alone
Stefanie Meindl, 
Team Leader

Continuous Development
in Our Network
Christian Mascia, 
Consultant

”During my interview in Shanghai, where I began my ca-
reer as a Junior Consultant, I was told, ‚At UNITY, you will 
never walk alone.’ And every day I realize how true this 
is. I am so thankful for our unique UNITY Spirit and the 
strong and motivated team behind it. I especially appreci-
ate the diversity of our work and the trust that is placed in 
me. This enables me to continue to develop in areas that 
I am passionate about.”

”At UNITY, I appreciate the close cooperation that we 
have with our customers in their projects. I can always 
draw upon the large network of internal experts that pro-
vide me with support when I have questions. I benefit 
from the sharing of knowledge and experiences as well 
as the training that is offered by the UNITYacademy to 
foster my professional and personal development.”

Outstanding Team Performance
Markus J. Kelch,  
Product Manager & Principal

”What I find extremely exciting about UNITY is the pow-
er of the entire team: the knowledge of experienced ex-
perts combined with the ideas and dynamism of younger 
colleagues. This is how we always manage to develop 
innovative and sustainable solutions for our customers to-
gether. With entrepreneurial vision, all UNITY employees 
have the opportunity to take on responsibility, develop 
ideas, and shape topics − to not only help develop UNITY, 
but also themselves, and to create new perspectives for 
the business of our customers.”

”At UNITY, what counts is not only our high level of profes-
sionalism, but also our commitment to one another. This 
makes it a pleasure to challenge oneself and others on 
a daily basis. UNITY ensures that work-life balance can 
be achieved and thus enables me to implement projects 
successfully worldwide. I was able to develop my inter-
cultural skills, among others, during my three-year stay 
in China with my family. Here, for example, I developed 
the new business segment of aviation, transferred com-
petence and conveyed the UNITY Spirit to our Asian col-
leagues. I also enjoy the diversity of the consulting work 
at UNITY – across all areas relating to mid-size businesses  
and all industries.”

”Working at UNITY no two days feel alike as we tackle 
interesting challenges as a team. The interaction within 
diverse organizations and profound technical knowledge 
applied fascinates me. Additionally, UNITY cultivates per-
sonal development of its employees through various train-
ing initiatives. As a valued contributor, UNITY empowers 
me to actively shape future business development and 
define my own individual focus areas.”

”For me, working at UNITY means that I can follow my 
own, very individual career path. I can get involved in 
the areas and topics that I am passionate about. This al-
lowed me to assume responsibility in exciting and future- 
oriented projects early on. In addition, the open corpo-
rate culture at UNITY inspires me. Everyone has an open 
ear − whether you are talking to a principal, partner or 
a consultant.”

Achieving Work-Life Balance in 
International Projects 
Sebastian Dannenberg, 
Senior Manager

Expertise & Appreciation
Vivianne Greber, 
Senior Consultant

Individual Freedom Instead 
of Rigid Structures
Julia Küker, 
Junior Consultant

Andreas Zimmermann, Senior Manager and Kristin Korsmeier, Team Leader
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UNITYacademy

Whether your company requires individual training cours-
es, a holistic employee empowerment concept or your 
own Academy (see ”Our Services” below) – we work 
with you to develop customized solutions based on your 
needs. This enables you to target and proactively man-
age the development of competencies in your company. 
At UNITY, we have developed, tested, improved and 
established our structured approach. With our expertise 
and experience, we provide your HR managers, execu-
tives and those responsible for digitalization with support 
to empower your organization in three steps:

1. Analyze and Understand 
We provide you with support in analyzing your current 
and future challenges and derive the necessary skills for 
your employees. 

2. Create Awareness and Motivate 
Together, with our help, we prepare your employees for 
changes and motivate them to foster their personal devel-
opment by pursuing common goals. 

3. Empower and Support 
We support you in sustainably empowering your employ-
ees for digital transformation. Together, we help them suc-
cessfully implement and permanently integrate changes 
into their day-to-day work. 

Qualification in the Age of Digital Transformation
Digitalization is a megatrend that has reached all companies. The rapid spread of new technologies and the increas-
ing integration of corporate environments are changing the work of all employees. Likewise, the coronavirus pandemic 
is influencing collaboration models and employee development. 
For us, employees are at the center of Digital Transformation. The goal of the UNITYacademy is to empower and 
motivate them for the future. With the increasing importance of a qualified workforce, the requirements for employ-
ee development are also growing. We meet these with our training concepts, learning formats and content. The  
UNITYacademy‘s offerings are aimed at both our own employees and our customers.  

OUR SERVICES

Our Training Courses 
Choose from our range of indi-
vidual training courses to meet 
your specific needs. 

Your Learning Path
We analyze your organization’s 
positioning for digital transforma-
tion and identify which learning 
path can provide added value.

Your Academy 
Build your own Academy with 
us, where you anchor your mea-
sures for employee empower-
ment.

NEW WORK – EMPLOYEE EMPOWERMENT IN 
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

Structured Approach for Customized Concepts 

More about 
UNITYacademy’s  
offerings

https://www.unity.de/en/unityacademy/unityacademy-overview/
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Switzerland
Our business in Switzerland is an important pillar for 
UNITY. Since we established our Zurich office in 2004, 
both our business and our team have grown steadily. This 
subsidiary is managed by Nicolina Litschgi and Moritz 
Pfeiffer.

Austria
We have been serving the Austrian market from Vienna 
since 2008. Especially in the healthcare sector, but also 
in industry, we are an important partner for our Austrian 
customers. Our business in Austria is managed by Florian 
Heffeter and Christoph Plass.

Egypt/MENA region
The UNITY subsidiary in Cairo is located in the center 
of the Middle East/North Africa (MENA) region. Since 
2003, we have been offering UNITY’s complete range of 
services in this area that is marked by structural changes. 
Ahmed Aglan manages the business here.

China
With numerous China experts on our team, we build 
bridges for our European customers, in particular for their 
business in China. UNITY has been present in China since 
2014. Our offices are located in Shanghai and Beijing 
and the subsidiaries are managed by Ingo Neumann.

Brazil
In 2014, UNITY expanded into South America and 
opened an office in São Paulo. From here we advise our  
European customers that are also located in South  
America as well as regional companies. The managing 
director of UNITY in Brazil is Cai Alexander von Igel.

The strategic management of UNITY is administered by the executive board together with its partners Thilo  
Böhm, Dr. Ulrich Deppe, Christian Grotebrune, Dr. Michael Herbst, Heiko Janssen, Markus Knobel, Nicolina Litschgi, 
Magnus Meier, Dr.-Ing. Daniel Steffen, Thomas Ulrich, Teja Washausen, Philipp Wibbing and Michael Wolf. The 
principals Roman Bendisch, Prof. Dr. Hans H. Jung, Markus J. Kelch, Christian Leutnant, Dr.-Ing. Peyman Merat, Dirk 
Schnabel and Sven-Olaf Schulze provide support as industry experts in leading projects. Together with the managing 
directors of the UNITY subsidiaries in China, Brazil, Middle East/North Africa (MENA), Austria and Switzerland, the 
UNITY management team is working to steadily expand the business. Its goal is to continue on the course of growth 
that has been set.

Subsidiaries

Project Locations

UNITY EXECUTES SUCCESSFUL PROJECTS AROUND 
THE WORLD.
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In our publication series ”OPPORTUNITY – Facts for  
Decision Makers,” we report on trending topics relevant 
to business, especially for management. The most recent 
issues include ”Digital Agenda” and ”Digital Campus”. 
In addition, we also publish articles and scientific studies 
in collaboration with our research partners, as well as 
books, including ”Managementdialoge” (Management 
Dialogues) and ”Chefsache IT” (IT − A Management  
Topic). In our newsletters, we also provide impulses and 
information on current topics.

We are aware of our responsibility to our customers, 
partners and employees. As a guideline for our actions, 
the UNITY Code of Conduct sets binding standards for 
responsible conduct towards business partners and the 
general public, as well as within the company, such as 
compliance with internationally recognized human and 
employee rights. We also support various aid programs 
and we are involved with different associations and teams. 
UNITY invests in sustainable education and supports the 
community and sports. In the context of sustainability, we 
also take responsibility and conserve natural resources. 
We are listed on EcoVadis, a sustainability assessment 
platform and have issued a DNK declaration (German 
Sustainability Code) that states our commitment to sus-
tainability. For UNITY, active climate and resource pro-
tection also includes promoting the use of electromobility.  

UNITY Takes Responsibility UNITY Awards 

Our Publications

Our top priorities in our projects include satisfied customers and recognition for our achievements. When our work is 
also recognized through awards from other institutions and experts, it is both a compliment and an incentive for us. 
Among others, we have already received the ”Best of Consulting” award from WirtschaftsWoche three times. Once 
again, this year, we have received the ”Best Consultants” award from brand eins and the ”Top Mid-Size Employer” 
award from Focus Business and kununu.

Read more about our 

corporate social  
responsibility.

Our  
publications

Therefore, we have also provided our 
employees with financial support for 
the installation of private charging 
stations.

© Photo: Wallbe

https://www.unity.de/en/corporate-social-responsibility/
https://www.unity.de/en/publications/
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MUNICH

Dachauer Straße 65
80335 München | Germany

Magnus Meier
magnus.meier@unity.de
Phone + 49 89 13010065 11

FRANKFURT 

Wiesenhüttenplatz 25
60329 Frankfurt a.M. | Germany

Thilo Böhm 
thilo.boehm@unity.de
Phone +49 69 56700366 10 

BERLIN

Alt-Moabit 104
10559 Berlin | Germany

Tomas Pfänder 
tomas.pfaender@unity.de
Phone + 49 30 6832027 10

COLOGNE

Im Mediapark 6a
50670 Köln | Germany

Dr. Michael Herbst
michael.herbst@unity.de
Phone + 49 221 789587 820

BRAUNSCHWEIG

Ritterbrunnen 5
38100 Braunschweig | Germany

Jörg Greitemeyer
joerg.greitemeyer@unity.de
Phone + 49 531 482069 70

STUTTGART

Gropiusplatz 10
70563 Stuttgart | Germany

Stephan Bille
stephan.bille@unity.de
Phone + 49 711 686890 31

CAIRO

15c, Dr. Taha Hussein Street
Zamalek, Cairo | Egypt

Ahmed Aglan
ahmed.aglan@unity.de
Phone + 20 1000 164016

NUREMBERG

Erlenstegenstraße 7
90491 Nürnberg | Germany

Stefanie Meindl
stefanie.meindl@unity.de
Phone +49 911 982269 25

PADERBORN

Lindberghring 1
33142 Büren | Germany

Christian Grotebrune
christian.grotebrune@unity.de
Phone + 49 2955 743 425

VIENNA

Kohlmarkt 8–10
1010 Wien | Austria

Florian Heffeter
florian.heffeter@unity.at 
Phone +43 1 71523931

SÃO PAULO

Rua Helena, 260 – 14º andar
04552-050 São Paulo – SP | Brazil

Cai Alexander von Igel
cai.igel@unity-consulting.br.com
Phone + 55 11 3049 3390

ZURICH

Thurgauerstrasse 80
8050 Zürich | Switzerland

Nicolina Litschgi
nicolina.litschgi@unity.ch
Phone + 41 44 220 10 00

HAMBURG

Große Elbstraße 86
22767 Hamburg | Germany

Michael Wolf
michael.wolf@unity.de
Phone + 49 40 600988 10

SHANGHAI

Unit 752A, German Center, 88 Keyuan Road
Zhangjiang Hi-Tech Park, Pudong
201203 Shanghai | China

Ingo Neumann
ingo.neumann@unity-consulting.cn
Phone + 86 21 5888 6177

BEIJING

Wangjing International Business Center No. 9 
Wangjing Street Chaoyang District 
100102 Beijing | China

Ingo Neumann
ingo.neumann@unity-consulting.cn
Phone + 86 21 5888 6177
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